








or even harmful to the child's adjustment in the classroom. The child's 

failures may be attributed to the h01lle together with the plea, "If only 

  'o<.'e could make them better parents." The- conclusion reached by Bernstein 

is that, while the invisible pedagogy is potentially beneficial for the 

working class child, its potential  not be realised by a lack of 

communication of its expectations to both the child and the family. 

Evidence for the Invisible - Visible Pedagoqies Distinction 

It is one thing to articulate a distinction between invisible and 

visible pedagogies, it is quite another to ascertain -whether there is any 

empirical basis for such a distinction. Bernstein himself does not provide 

any evidence since that was not the purpose of his paper. Its aims 

were merely to provide an analysis of current forms of educational practice 

as forms of social control and to examine the social class assumptions 

underlying them. It is incumbent upon educational researchers to seek out 

 where it already exists or to design research studies in order to 

produce the necessary evidence if .....e are to learn whether the distinct.ion 

is use fiJI in understanding the complex  of education. 

It is possible- to point to at least four sources of empirical 

eviocnce which giv.e support, albeit indirect support, to Bernstein's dis-

till{'"tion bct'Ween invisible and visible pedagogics. The evidence is 

in<iirE'ct because the dist.inction 1S a relatively re-cent one and the research 

which supports it \J<l:'> carried out C'ither before it was put forward, or 

inoepcndently of the distinction. Nevertheless, the four pieces of 

empirical ('vidence suggest that till; distinction between invisible and 

ViSlblc pedagogics is a promising one-. 

The' fi rst souro::' cf empirical evidence for the distinction comes 

from a large-scale study of ]9 Ontario, Canada,primary schools which varied 

in both architectural and "educational programme openness (Traub, WI' iss and 

Fisher, 19;&). A factor analysis of the teachers' respooses to a 

questionnaire asking them about the degree of programme openness  

the following six factors: indiv1dualisation of instruction, student 

independence, environmental flexibility, nongradedness, flexibility of 

student evaluation and flexibility of curricular materials. These clusters 

of items bear a striking resemblance to the characteristics of the invisible 

pedagogy, as outlined at the beginning of this paper. It was fOlD'id that 

eleven-year-old childroen att€nding Type I schools (i.e., 15\ or less of 

the  pupils came from homes  English is the second language) performed 

just as 'Well on tests of cognitive achievement 'When placed in architectually 

open, mixed or closed schools and irrespective of  the educational 

progralmle ....as more or less open. The authors conclude that "the students 

in these schools seem to learn in spi  of the system" (Traub,  and 

Fisher, 1974. p. 57}. It should be noted that the populations attending 

Type I school were from largely middle-class homes. The pupils in Type II 

schools (I.e., 30\ or more of the pupils came from homes where English is 

the second language) performed differently according to tbe degree of pro-

gramme openness. The achievement test results consistent.ly favoured those 

schools  less open programmes. The populations of these schools came 

from inner-city, 'Working class  illhilc the; authors of this rc-search 

study are careful not to impute a causal relationship ....een social class 

and degree of edueational openness, th(' fact that a consistent relationship 

 found in such a large-scale study with se-veral independent measures of 

cognitive  m.ilkes furt-her T('searc:h in this area  

The second piece of supporting E'vidence for the invlsible-visible 

pedagoqics distinction is ncrivcd from a }onqitudinal investlqation of two 

groups of children during the first six years of  life (White and 

Watts,   sample Df    as  Group A or 

Group C according to  level of social and non-social (i.e., intellectual) 

competence. r-:xillllioation of the 1r parly hOll"1C" ('xl'cricnccs revealed that thC' 














